Winscribe for Law Enforcement
Speech-Driven Reporting for Law Enforcement Professionals
It’s no secret that officers spend a great deal of time completing reports. Have you considered how speech
technology can enhance field-based reporting and improve officer productivity?
Today’s law enforcement agencies are looking for solutions to help them stay one step ahead of crime. As such,
Winscribe develops speech technologies that make the job of law enforcement reporting easier, while providing
anywhere and anytime access for dictating reports and recording statements. With Winscribe, your agency will be
able to more effectively document, collect, manage, and archive dictated and recorded audio and reports – improving
documentation processes and organizational efficiency.

Digital Dictation & Mobile Speech Technology
Winscribe Dictation is a digital dictation software system
developed for organizations that are interested in
streamlining their internal dictation and transcription
workflow processes. Using a PC, a touch-tone telephone,
a handheld digital recorder, smartphones or tablet device,
the system enables police and other law enforcement
professionals to record their dictations when required and
from wherever they are – using the device that suits them
best. Within seconds of completing the dictation, the file is
automatically delivered for transcription.
Whether your agents are on the move between different
sites, in the field, at court hearings, or in the office, they
need solutions that are flexible and that accommodate
the demand for mobile dictation – in order to keep
productivity at a high level. Winscribe’s mobile speech
productivity solutions allow law enforcement professionals
to dictate their work on the move, anywhere and at any
time, with all the capabilities of desktop digital dictation.
Winscribe supports applications for iOS and Android
smartphones and tablets, as well as BlackBerry and
Windows phones.

Speech Recognition
Winscribe Speech Recognition (WSR) converts
spoken words to text, resulting in significantly faster
documentation and turnaround time for law enforcement
professionals. WSR also assists law enforcement agencies
that are looking to adopt more “paper light” business
practices to digitally document and store information. WSR
works by using a combination of vocabularies, pre-loaded
topics (dictionaries), bulit-in commands and group-learning
technology to enable fast and accurate voice recognition.
Unlike speech recognition packages of yesteryear, WSR
has a quick training period, is light on IT resources, and
has a low edit rate.

Benefits of Winscribe’s Speech Technology for
Law Enforcement Professionals
Winscribe’s speech productivity technology enables law
enforcement professionals to:
•

Ensure that critical information is recorded with the
highest audio quality and accuracy

•

Improve data confidentiality and security

•

Securely and centrally manage recordings and
transcribed data and reports

•

Improve documentation workflow – in the office or
on patrol

•

Produce transcriptions and reports faster

Winscribe Solution Overview
Dictate Anywhere

Winscribe supports a wide range of non-proprietary
industry standard input options including:
• Smartphones and tablets
• Touch-tone telephone
• PCs or notebooks
• Digital handheld devices

Transcribe Anywhere
•
•

Network based transcription or Internet
transcription for remote working
Work online or offline

Report and Data Confidentiality
•
•
•
•
•

Voice file encryption
Secure and encrypted transmission
No requirement for a VPN
Full job tracking
Configurable application timeout

Integrate with Existing Applications
•
•
•
•

Low risk implementation into existing document
management environments
Built-in software development toolkit and macro
support
Custom integration with third-party information
systems
Integration with word processing applications

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Custom reporting for a complete picture of system
status - get immediate data about dictations,
whether in progress or complete
Identify bottlenecks, quickly allocate work/
resources when required, and eliminate work
peaks and valleys
Create typing pools for workload sharing and
distribution
Web-based management system - control
transcription output in real-time, from anywhere

Front-end (client) and back-end (server) Speech
Recognition options available
Standalone speech recognition and workflow
enhanced solutions
Auto-formatting and ability to auto-populate thirdparty systems
Document reports faster and easier - with high
accuracy

Winscribe Voice Forms
•
•
•
•

Interactive computer telephony system
Quickly file reports using a telephone or mobile
phone
Select form type and respond to prompted
questions
Flexible and easy form creation tool

Multimedia Transcription
•
•
•
•

Playback and transcribe from audio, video or DVD
media
Insert bookmarks to mark places in the file you
wish to refer back to
Supplement documentation with snapshots from
videos
Insert geotagged images with along with dictation
sand recorded statements

Acquisition Options
•

Spread the Workload
•

Speech Recognition

•
•

Traditional, on premise licensing enables you to
have complete control over your Winscribe system
and server
Reduce IT costs and resources with Winscribe
Cloud Services, a Software-as-a-Service licensing
model that enables you to easily pay as you grow
Additional subscription options available
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